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What a summer we’ve had this year – and still are - with some of the 
best conditions for a long time for British diving. I’m sure this will be 
reflected in our competitions still to come.

   
The British Underwater Photography Championship, held in Plymouth, in early 
July was no exception; how proud we are of our very own Dan Bolt, who had 
managed to stay awake for around 40 hours by the time he was presented with 
his much-deserved prize as overall winner. He is truly an inspiration to us all. 
See inside for details of how he did it.

After many years at Plymouth, next year will see a change of venue for our 
premier photographic competition. Portland Marina was completely refurbished 
in time for last year’s Olympics and offers first rate diving, easy access, great 
facilities and close-by affordable accommodation. The date: 5th July.  Put it in 
the diary. Go on, have a go – you never know.  Full details will be available on 
the website.

We hope you liked the layout of our last issue No. 100; we thought we’d stick 
to the new format as it enables us to include many more of your images than 
before which, surely, is the whole point. Thanks to the tireless efforts of Mike, 
Chris and Paul, I think they have put together another phenomenal issue. Enjoy!  
Keep on shooting and keep on sending me your wonderful articles.

Joss
josswoolf@hotmail.com

 
www.bsoup.org

Editorial
by Joss Woolf, Summer 2013
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‘Through Snell’s Window’  
Joss Woolf interviews Gill McDonald

How would you describe 
yourself? 
Last year, after 25 years in city 
consultancy interspersed with travel, 
a year at Dive Magazine and another 
at The Underwater Channel, I left 
London, rented out my house and 
moved to Bristol. I am now Feature 
Editor for the quality subscription 
Ocean Geographic magazine among 
several other projects. My latest, very 
exciting plan is to teach beginners 
underwater photography. On several 
Red Sea liveaboards last year I met 
many keen compact camera users 
with limited knowledge. I got such a 
buzz from helping them that I decided 
to structure my own course and teach 
more formally.

What made you take up diving?
My boyfriend at the time dived; I 
had to learn or not go on holiday 
with him! My first open water dive in 
1989, with BSAC’s Reg Vallintine, was 
Temple in the Red Sea and I clearly 
remember the stark contrast between 
the arid, dusty desert and the teeming 
underwater universe of life and colour. 
I was immediately hooked.

How did you get into 
underwater photography? 
In 1993 I spent four months in Belize 

with Coral Cay Conservation and 
used their basic film cameras. I was 
fascinated to see the reef through a 
viewfinder, wondering how the pictures 
would look. Frustratingly we couldn’t 
process on site, but the seed had been 
planted. Some years later I flooded 
a new Motor Marine camera on the 
first dive in the Cayman Islands and 
decided I’d better learn to do this 
properly.

Oh dear, you’ve got form! In 
deciding to do it properly, what 
did you do?
I found the Nikonos V was very 
popular and Martin Edge was running 
weekend courses in Bournemouth. 
So, armed with a brand new orange 
camera I set off for the south coast 
and by the end of the weekend had 
signed up for a group workshop with 
Martin in Bonaire. This transformed 
my photography and I have never 
dived without a camera since.

Where does BSoUP fit in? 
Martin recommended BSoUP to all 
his students and the London meetings 
were local to me. My first meeting 
was January 2000. I quickly got 
involved, helping with competitions 
and documenting meetings for the 
magazine. I  helped to man the BSoUP 
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Head-on whip coral goby - Alternatives, Red Sea  © www.gillmcdonald.com
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stand at dive shows and other events, 
and re-introduced the Birmingham 
dive show which had previously  
been dropped.

What made you go and work at 
Dive? 
I became increasingly disillusioned 
with my ‘proper’ job. By then I had 
become BSoUP membership secretary, 
followed by honorary secretary. I also 
got involved with the organisation of 
the annual Splash-in at Plymouth and 
had several other writing projects on 
the go.

I became editor of BSoUP’s ‘in focus’ 
magazine around 2007. Writing and 
editing have always been as important 
to me as photography.
 
As a result of running the photo 
competition for Ocean Optic’s annual 
‘Visions in the Sea’ conference,  I met 
Michael Aw and joined the Ocean 
Geographic Magazine team. After 
my period with Dive, I returned to 
consultancy, this time purely to  
fund trips.

So you could say that UWP has 
taken over your life…   
Yes. I work a lot with Ocean 
Geographic; I am developing a 
couple of books, writing,  taking 
overseas press trips, and finalising 
my beginners photography course 
which I will be launching very soon.  
I consider myself incredibly lucky 

to have some very prominent and 
successful photographers amongst 
my many talented friends. But I also 
believe you make your own luck and 
that anyone can make a total career 
change if they really want to.

I believe you had some 
difficulties a few years ago and 
a problem with confidence in the 
water? 
Accumulated stress after years in 
the city and some very difficult 
personal issues took their toll. I 
lost my confidence and ability to 
travel or dive. But I stayed involved 
with the underwater world and 
worked incredibly hard to regain my 
confidence, get back in the water and 
satisfy my irrepressible passion for 
underwater photography and writing. 
I am delighted to say I am completely 
restored, but it was a painful period.

What kit do you currently use? 
Nikon D7000 in a Nauticam housing 
with two Inon Z240 flashguns. 
Tokina 10-17mm wide-angle lens, a 
105mm and my favourite 60mm with 
various magnifiers, and Ken Sullivan’s 
fabulous fibre optic snoot. 

Canon S110 compact in a Nauticam 
housing with fisheye and macro 
lenses. Since I am now extremely 
focussed on teaching beginners, I 
need to know the system inside out  
so I can relate directly to my  
future students.
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Who has most inspired you in 
photography?
Every single BSoUP and photographer 
friend, too numerous to mention. 
Also I was incredibly lucky to dive 
with David Doubilet in the Philippines. 
David is the ultimate inspiration and 
also a lovely person. Martin Edge 
gave me the starter tools, Michael 
Aw encourages me, Peter Scoones 
is a huge inspiration both creatively 
and for his stubborn refusal to accept 
any technical limitations. Colin 
Doeg, BSoUP’s other co-founder has 
generously donated a wealth of advice 
and encouragement over the years.

What are your favourite diving 
destinations? 
I will never tire of the Red Sea, I love 
Lembeh in Indonesia and a new 
favourite is the Philippines, a stunning 
place.

What’s still on your bucket list?  
Bali and Mexico, for starters.

What useful tips would 
you offer to newcomers to 
underwater photography?  
Get involved with other photographers 
– it’s by far the best way to learn. 
People who are passionate about 

Greasy grouper poses at dusk - Beacon Rock, Red Sea

© www.gillmcdonald.com



Healthy, living reef scene - Alternatives, Red Sea  © www.gillmcdonald.com
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photography invariably want to talk 
about it. Don’t be afraid to ask. Take 
pictures on land and get to know your 
camera inside out.

What makes you think you’re 
good enough to teach others?
I am articulate and a good 
communicator and I am able to 
make things simple to help beginners 
understand the mass of seemingly 
confusing information. I don’t 
believe you have to be a brilliant 
photographer in order to teach 
but you have to be competent. 
I am comfortable with my own 
photography, although always 
learning new skills. 

© www.gillmcdonald.com

Tiny, pregnant boxer crab - Lembeh Strait, North Sulawesi

Above: Indian mackerel feed along 
the reef - Hurghada, Red Sea

© www.gillmcdonald.com
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Diving in Iceland   
Article and photographs by Trevor Rees 

Of all the wonderful places 
to be going diving why 
would anyone make the 
effort to dive Iceland? 

Is it worth it and what’s there? Well, 
in recent years quite a few stunning 
images have appeared from a number 
of photographers, enough to convince 
me that it was time for me to go.

I decided that going towards the end 
of April was best. This time of 
year meant that the grip of winter 
was over and that there would be 
long daylight hours to maximise 
photographic opportunities. 
Being off-season, also made 
flights and accommodation 
cheaper. I teamed up with 
fellow BSoUPer Robert Bailey, 
booked a guesthouse in the 
capital Reykjavik, paid for excess 
baggage with Iceland Air - and 
set off to see what the diving had 
to offer. 

Iceland is not as far north as people 
might imagine; it sits just below the 
Arctic Circle and gets a warming effect 
from the Gulf stream. This helps keep 
temperatures higher than it would 
otherwise be at this latitude. For a 
first trip I decided to restrict diving to 

day trips from Reykjavik in the south 
west of the country.  We dived mostly 
freshwater sites but also included 
some sea diving from the shore in and 
around the Reykjanes peninsula.

Iceland sits on top of the mid Atlantic 
rift – a meeting of the North American 
and Eurasian tectonic plates. Visiting 
the Thingvellir National Park puts you 
in a good position to see rock features 

Above:  Wolf-fish from sea diving at 
Gardur.  Nikon D600, Nikkor 60mm 
f16, 1/100sec, ISO 800, Sea & Sea 
MDX-D600, Single YS110a strobe 

Above: Silhouetted diver near the 
surface at Silfra. Nikon D600, Sigma 
15mm f10, 1/200sec, ISO 400, Sea & 
Sea MDX-D600 with fisheye dome port,  
available light

© Trevor Rees
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© Trevor Rees
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that show that this is indeed a weak 
point in the earth’s crust.  One site in 
particular, named Silfra, can perhaps 
justifiably claim to have some of the 
clearest freshwater diving in the world. 
Silfra is a ground fissure filled with 
clear filtered glacial melt water. Some 
have reported that in this particular 
fissure you can have one hand on the 
American plate and the other hand on 
the Eurasian plate. However, our well 
informed guide assured me that this is 
just a nice story dreamt up to appeal 
to tourists and travel journalists!

There are quite a few dive operators 
in Iceland but I opted to go with 
a very small outfit called ‘Dive the 
North’ run by a character by the name 
of Gisli Arnar Gudmundsson. He 

essentially does a bit of guiding on a 
part time basis and very much enjoys 
exploration with like-minded divers. 
I was keen to avoid possible dive 
time restrictions and larger numbers 
of divers that might have been the 
case with bigger operators. Having 
said that, I’ve heard that all the dive 
operators in Iceland are good. 

The water at Silfra was certainly very 
clear. Temperatures were around 3 
degrees so it was dry suit diving with 
thick under-suits, heavy weight belts 
and the thickest mitts possible. I found 
I could comfortably dive for well over 
an hour at these temperatures but 
it was surface wind chill that proved 
more challenging than the water 
temperature.

Silfra had virtually no freshwater life 
to photograph and I did not see a 
single fish. The challenge I set myself 
was to come back with good scenic 
shots, preferably using a diver as a 
model to add scale and drama to the 
images. Diver shots are never easy so 

Top right: Rob Bailey at the start of the 
Silfra site. Nikon D600, Sigma 15mm f8, 
1/200sec, ISO 200, Sea & Sea MDX-D600 
with Fisheye dome port, available light

Bottom right: Entry point at the Silfra  
dive site

Left: Gas bubbles erupting from the 
ground at Kleifarvatan volcano lake 
Nikon D600, Sigma 15mm,  f14, 
1/250sec, ISO 2000, Sea & Sea MDX-
D600, compact dome port , dual  
YS110a strobes © Trevor Rees
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© Trevor Rees

© Trevor Rees
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this occupied much discussion time 
with my buddy and dive guide. Images 
with divers wearing bulky drysuits, 
with the signature Michelin Man look 
are rarely attractive. The range of 
images possible with just scenery and 
divers is perhaps limited but I found 
that by not being distracted by wildlife 
this concentrated the image-making 
process.

The little bit of sea waterdiving we 
did  was restricted by the weather. 
Iceland is a windy place and based in 
the exposed south west of the island, 
opportunities were limited. Iceland 
has very similar species to the UK and 

so may not be a huge attraction for 
many UK divers looking for something 
different. Creatures such as Wolf-fish, 
Lumpsucker and Plaice are however 
more common and I concentrated on 
shots of these species.

Iceland is a land of extremes - a land 
of fire and ice! Past volcanoes and old 
lava fields dominate the landscape. 
Geothermal hot spots and boiling 
mud pools are common. A very 
different type of freshwater diving was 
in a lake formed in the crater of an 
old volcano, called Kleifarvatan. This 
did not have the stunning visibility 
of Silfra but it did provide a unique 
diving experience where we were 
able to see erupting gas bubbles and 
geothermal activity whilst underwater. I 
also shot some video from my dSLR as 
this gave a better record of the drama 
of the geothermal activity than still 
images could ever achieve.

In summary, Iceland is an exciting 
country to visit. It suits lovers of the 
rugged outdoors and qualifies as ‘rufty 
tufty’ diving. There are undoubtedly 
some unique diving experiences to 
be had. I’m left feeling I’d like to see 
more of what Iceland has to offer! 

Above left: Rock fissure with  
erupting gas bubbles at  
Kleifavatan volcano lake
Nikon D600, Sigma 15mm f13, 
1/200sec, ISO1600, Sea & Sea MDX-
D600 with fisheye dome port,  
available light

© Trevor Rees
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Photosub Underwater 
Photography Club
by Len Deeley

Although I had done a bit of 
diving with an Army special 
branch of BSAC at Chelsea 
Barracks in the 1970s, in 

1980 I joined Billericay Sub-Aqua 
Club. By the early 80s I had decided 
that I wanted to take underwater 
photos and joined BSoUP; a wonderful 
opportunity to get advice from some 
of the best. Moving to Surrey in 1986, 
I joined Cranleigh Camera Club 
by which time I was already on the 
learning curve with my second-hand 
Nikonos IVa. 

Unfortunately, at that time my BSAC 
club was not really offering me the 
type of diving that allowed me to 
concentrate on my photography 
so I thought about starting my own 
underwater photography Club. It 
was formed with a few BSoUP and 
Cranleigh BSAC members, with the 
clear intention of being an extension 
to, and not an alternative to, BSoUP 
and BSAC, but with the significant 
difference that we organise our 
own trips. I still maintain my BSAC 
membership through general branch 

and am still an active member  
of BSoUP.

From the start we met in members’ 
houses. Although we made good use 
of the meetings to show and discuss 
images, exchange ideas and plan 
trips, they were always social events as 
well. Food was laid on, paid for out 
of club funds, and spouses, partners, 
etc. were welcomed. The result was 
a nice way to create an informal and 
friendly social atmosphere as well as 
advancing our photography. 

By 1991 we had our first Annual 
Dinner and Annual Photographic 
Competition (prints and slides). From 
the start we decided to invite well 
known and established underwater 
photographers as our guests of 
honour to share the evening and 
judge our competitions. Our first 
guests were Linda and Brian Pitkin. 

Since then we have had most of the 
major names at our dinners, including 
such luminaries as Martin Edge, Kevin 
Cullimore and, after many years of 
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trying to tie him down, Peter Scoones 
(you can see a full list on our website 
www.photosub.co.uk). In fact it was 
only at our 22nd dinner, earlier this 
year, that we ever had the same guest 
back again and that was Martin Edge, 
who had previously attended the 3rd 
annual dinner. 

By 1993 we had also started having 
our own Splash-in competitions. This 
was slightly different to the norm; we 
didn’t want to lose the social aspect 
of our meetings so we arranged for 
the Splash-ins to take place over a 
weekend around May or June and 
then the members’ entries were not 
required until around the end of July. 
In early August we would arrange an 

annual BBQ , at which the winners 
would be selected. Another departure 
from the norm was that we have 
always invited a well-respected ‘land’ 
photographer, but not a diver, to 
judge this competition. This approach 
has been very successful as all of the 
subjects are likely to be less familiar 
to the judges and judged purely on 
photographic merit.

By 2004 slides had largely been 
replaced by digital and we also 
began a PDI open competition, which 
gave free scope to photographers to 
post-process their images and even 

Above, Eel image was first place in the 
advanced blue water category of our 
annual dinner in 2013 by Bob Soames
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Within OLC you’ll find all the top 
UW photo brands like: Canon, 
Panasonic, Olympus, Inon, Sea & 
Sea, Hugyfot, Nauticam, Light & 
Motion, BigBlue and GoPro

11-14 Northumberland Ave
London, WC2N 5AQ
Underground: Embankment

Contact:
Phone: 020 7930 5051
info@oceanleisurecameras.com
www.oceanleisurecameras.com

Open 7 days a week

NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN!

    More space 
  more cameras 
    more GoPro 
       more everything!

Same 
old address!

Amazing 
selection of GoPro 
accessories

Knowledgeable         staff!

Cameras + housings
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Above, this scenic image achieved first place in the advanced 
green water category at our annual dinner in 2013 by Keith Lyall
Below, three clownfish in closed anemone has been highly 
successful in numerous exhibitions and salons by Len Deeley



Above: Lionfish image taken with the custom designed ringflash developed by Ken Sullivan
Below: Shoal of Snappers, Ras Mohammed  by Len Deeley 
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Swimming crab took first place in the advanced blue water category at our annual 
dinner in 2012 by Martin Guess

allowed images from swimming pools. 
This takes place each November, and 
is  judged by a well known underwater 
photographer. 

We meet about five or six times a year, 
including the annual dinner and the 
BBQ. Occasionally, we will arrange 
a meeting at a public venue on a 
slightly more formal and structured 
basis, including an invited speaker. 
With a membership of about 50 it can 
be a bit of a squeeze in members’ 
homes. However, as our membership 
is quite widely spread out and is not 
just restricted to the south east, not all 
members attend all events but we can 

normally expect around 30, including 
members’ guests, at most meetings 
and around 40 for the dinner. We 
have quite a few members who are 
also members of BSoUP and we are 
proud of the fact that some of the 
founder members are still with us, 
including Bert Lee, John Benn and, 
recently re-joined, Bob Bradley.

So Photosub is thriving and we look 
forward to many more years of great 
diving and good company. 

www.photosub.co.uk



Find out how to enter by going to the BSoUP website: 
http://www.bsoup.org/BSoUP-DIVER_Prints/2013/prints.php
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DECEMBER 2012 
OPEN PORTFOLIO 
Congratulations to Mark Pickford 
who is the winner of this year’s Open 
Portoflio Competition.

Portfolio information:
1. Big eye school, Maldives July 2012: 
Tokina fish-eye lens at 17mm, 1/125, 
F/11, twin Inon flash. 

2. Juvenile squid (approx. 7cm) 
hunting at night, Weda Halmahera-
Indonesia, May 2012: 60 mm macro 
lens, 1/250, F/16, Inon flash.

3. Harlequin shrimp, Komodo 
November 2011: 60 mm macro lens, 
1/160, F/18, Snooted single Inon 
flash.

4. Gorgonion against reef, Weda-
Halmahera-Indonesia, May 2012: 
Tokina fish-eye at 10mm, 1/60, F/16, 
Inon flash. This looks to me like a 
tree against a mountain silhouette 
at day break; the back scatter has 
deliberately been left alone because it 
gives the appearance of morning stars. 

5. Hydroid, Komodo November 2011: 
60 mm macro lens, 1/80, F/14, 
Snooted single Inon flash. 

6. Glass fish around a red whip-coral, 
Weda-Halmahera-Indonesia, May 

2012: Tokina fish-eye at 10mm, 1/80, 
F/16, Inon flash

JANUARY COMPETITION 
2013 FOCUS ON IMAGES 
Congratulations to Alex Tattersall 
whose image of a juvenile Californian 
Sealion was taken in La Paz, Mexico, 
in November 2012 with a Nikon 
D800, Nauticam housing, Nikon 
60mm macro 

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Alex Tattersall 33 4

2 Clive Allcorn 16 2

3 Theresa Cloake 15 4

4 Richard Boutcher 15 1

5 Alex Mustard 14 2

6 Jane Morgan 13 3

FEBRUARY COMPETITION  
PHOTOSHOP BONANzA
Congratulations to Paul Colley who 
was this month’s winner of Focus 
On - Photoshop Bonanza. We invited 
members to submit any image and 
do their best to be creative with 
Photoshop (or whichever software they 
have).

Paul’s image is a composite of 2 
different ones; the first an Ascension 
Island Grouper and the second a hard 

Focus On Competition Results
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Above: Juvenile Sealion by Alex Tattersall winner of January’s competition 
Below: Composite image by Paul Colley winner of February’s composition
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coral. “I merged them in Photoshop 
and then manipulated the result with 
an oil paint filter”.

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

P’ition Photographer Points Firsts

1 Paul Colley 49 11

2 Sean Arowsmith 21 5

3 Keith Lyall 18 3

4 Rob White 16 4

5 Georgette Douwma 16 1

6 Jane Morgan 14 1

MARCH COMPETITION 
THEME PORTFOLIO

1st Martyn Guess
My idea with the portfolio was to try 
and link the line formed between 

surface and underwater across the 3 
images on each line. Inspiration for 
this portfolio of under/over or split 
images came from winning a Martin 
Edge Photoquest competition last 
November in Misool Raja Ampat. The 
winning shot was the sunset image 
taken in Misool with the dive boat in 
the foreground. We had had some 
superb sunsets virtually every night of 
the trip so I spent some daylight time 
scouting for a suitable location, which 
was shallow enough to stand up and 
had some coral in front of me and 
also faced the position of the sunset. 
I positioned myself about 30 minutes 
before sunset and locked off focus 
on my outstretched fins. Using F22 
for maximum depth of field an ISO 
of 800 to give me sufficient speed of 

Above: Sean Arrowsmith - runner up in the February Photoshop Bonanza competition  
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Top: Mark Pickford - winner of the December Open Portfolio
Below: Martyn Guess winner of the March Theme Portfolio 
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1/125th and a small amount of strobe 
lighting pointing down at the coral in 
front of me I started to shoot as the 
sunset developed. I decided that I 
needed some additional foreground 
interest so asked the dive boat to 
come close so that this could be 
included as a silhouette.

The other shots are all taken in the 
shallow waters around Misool’s dive 
boat pontoon and also a small island 
close by. The exception to this is the 
other sunset image taken in the Red 
Sea last year at the Alternatives.

The most difficult part of taking “splits“ 
is keeping the water droplets off the 
dome port. I use the Zen 230 dome, 
which is particularly large and difficult 
to keep droplet free. I find the best 
method is a little bit of spit and to 
quickly shoot as the housing is lifted 
partly out of the water before the 
droplets form. I have tried all sorts of 
other applications and polishes but 
frankly the spit method performs best 
for me.

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Martyn Guess 68 17

2 Rob White 66 10

3 Michael Davidge 38 6

4 Mark Pickford 37 6

5 Sean Arrowsmith 35 6

6 Jo Daniels 30 7

APRIL COMPETITION
MACRO & CLOSE-UP
1st Andrew McKelvie Orange 
banded pipefish taken at Malapascua, 
Philippines with a 60mm macro lens, 
f13 @ 125th sec.

This picture was taken off Malapascua 
in the Philippines. The orange-banded 
pipefish was sheltering amongst 
some sea-urchins so was much more 
accessible than hiding in the reef.

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Andrew McKelvie 48 8

2 Mark Pickford 21 2

3 = Joss Woolf 19 5

4 = Pedro Vieyra 19 5

5 Mark Drayton 16 3

6 Martyn Guess 15 2

MAY COMPETITION  
ABSTRACT
Congratulations to Debbie 
Henshaw who was this month’s 
winner of our Focus On Competition 
with an image of colourful crinoids 
taken at Nuweiba, Red Sea at the 
Hilton house reef using a D300s with 
a 105mm with a +16 wet lens. It 
was a late afternoon dive and I had 
been concentrating on getting shots of 
cardinalfish with eggs when I noticed 
a whole bunch of these brightly 
coloured crinoids curled up against 
the bommie.
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Above: Andrew McKelvie - April winner, macro and close-up, banded pipefish
Below: Mark Pickford - June winner , Predation, juvenile squid eating a fish  
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HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Debbie Henshaw 33 2

2 Mark Drayton 29 6

3 Warren Williams 28 7

4 Joss Woolf 24 5

5 Mark Atwell 18 4

6 Kirsten Harris 18 1

JUNE COMPETITION 
PREDATION
Congratulations to Mark Pickford 
who was the winner of this month’s 
Focus On Competition with an image 
of a juvenile squid eating a fish which 
was photographed during his stay at 
Weda Resort in Halmahera Indonesia 
May 2012 using a 60mm macro lens 
at night.

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Mark Pickford 26 7

2 Trevor Rees 18 2

3 Anthony Holley 15 4

4 Pedro Vieyra 13 3

5 Debi Henshaw 11 2

6 Linda Ashmore   9 2

JULY COMPETITION  
REFLECTIONS
1st Pash Baker with an image of 
a Lionfish reflected in the surface 
at night under the pier at Nuweiba, 
Egypt.

HOW THE TOP SIX SCORED:-

Pos’n Photographer Points Firsts

1 Pash Baker 25 5

2 Joss Woolf 21 5

3 Rob Cuss 14 1

4 Libby Gawith 13 1

5 Caroline  
Robertson-Brown

12 3

6 Dougie Souness  11 0

Above: Debbie Henshaw, May winner 
with an image of colourful crinoids   
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Above: Pash Baker, July winner with an image of a 
Lionfish reflected in the surface at night
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British Underwater  
Photography Championship

Top left: Dan Bolt’s image of himself 
inside a wreck, winner of the Mankind in 
the Sea category and also overall winner 
 
Below: Male Cuckoo Wrasse by Paula 
Bailey. Winner of Best Compact  
Camera category

The annual British Underwater 
Photography Championship 
2013, organised by the 
British Society of Underwater 

Photographers, took place at Mount 
Batten, Plymouth, Devon on Saturday 
6th July 2013.

The weekend’s weather turned out to 
be the hottest for many years and with 
a light breeze the sea conditions were 
relatively calm.

On the Friday evening before the 
event 25 photographers registered 
to compete by photographing a 
registration sheet with a unique 
number and their name on the first 
frame of their camera’s memory 
card. They had from midnight until 
6.00pm on Saturday to capture 
images underwater before selecting 
one image to enter in each of three 
main categories Marine Life, Mankind 
in the Sea and this year’s Theme 
Reflections. Competitiors could, if 
they chose, also enter one image in 
the Humorous category.  Compact 
camera users competing in the three 
main categories were also eligible for 

the Best Compact Shot.
Following an evening buffet at the 
Hotel Mount Batten all submitted 
entries were projected at the 
Mount Batten Centre, despite some 
‘technical’ difficulties.

Judging of the three main categories 
was carried out by photojournalists 
Charles Hood and Jane Morgan.

Judging of the Humorous category 
was carried out by the audience 
present.

OVERALL WINNER
Congratulations to Dan Bolt who was 
the overall winner with an image of 
himself inside a wreck taken with an 
Olympus E-PL5 at 1/60th  
@ f10 ISO 320.

Dan won a one week diving holiday 

Report by Brian Pitkin
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for two in the Maldives (exclusive of 
flights and taxes) courtesy of Scuba 
Tours Worldwide and an individual 
glass trophy.

MARINE LIFE
Congratulations also to Alex 
Tattersall who was the winner of the 
Marine Life category with a macro 
image of a nudibranch on kelp taken 
with a Nikon D7100 at 1/200th @ 
f29 ISO 320.

Alex won the Underwater Visions/
Nauticam UK Trophy, a £250 voucher 
(which his company Underwater 
Visions/Nauticam UK generously 
donated) and an individual glass 
trophy. Alex has since auctioned his 
voucher, with all proceeds going to 
The Wildlife Trust.

Runner-up in the Marine Life category 
was Dan Bolt with an image of a 
Snakelocks anemone taken with an 
Olympus E-PL5 at 1/250th  
@ f18 ISO 200.

“This was a completely made up 
shot… at 1430 Saturday afternoon I 
wanted to swim out from Thurlestone 
beach to a reef called ‘The Books’. 
It’s about ½ a mile swim but about 
200m in I suffered cramp in both calf 
muscles and decided enough was 
enough – I had been up for 32hours 
at this point – so looked around the 
reef for a subject I could shoot with 
my fisheye prime lens. In 8m of water 

there are lots of Snakelocks Anemones 
on the reef so I tried some shun-burst 
shots with a single (snooted) strobe. 
Given the circumstances I’m chuffed 
with the outcome!”.

Dan won an individual glass trophy 
and a copy of Fifty Fathoms.

MANKIND IN THE SEA
Dan Bolt also won the Mankind in 
the Sea category with the same overall 
winning image of himself inside a 
wreck taken with an Olympus E-PL5 at 
1/60th @ f10 ISO 320.

“I kayaked from Outer Hope at Hope 
Cove in the “hope” of getting into 
the cave where HMS Rammilies lies 
(its only a 1.5 nautical mile paddle 
each way), but there was a ‘big ass’ 
old swell rolling in so the caves were 
off limits. Instead I decided to visit 
the wreck of the Jebba which I have 
only been to once before (two years 
ago in rubbish vis) and battled that 
old swell for over an hour to get this 
shot in 8m of water. The swell was so 
bad I needed to use my weightbelt to 
anchor the tripod down – obviously 
that affected things massively for my 
personal buoyancy. I definitely feel the 
old 300 foot Liner ‘Jebba’ was having 
fun with me, but she’s been there 
for 106 years so perhaps she’s a bit 
bored!”.

Dan won the Sport Diver Trophy and a 
£200 voucher generously 
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Diver with a torch by Keith Lyall , 
runner-up in the Mankind in the Sea section
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3101

Winners of the Virgin
Atlantic Presidents’

Award in 2013 Over 1,000,000 UK Travel Customers voted

A focus on Photography!

Tel: 020 7644 8252

www.TheScubaPlace.co.uk

INON accredited Photography
Workshops, EGYPT

June, October and November
El Quseir
Flights, transfers, 7 nights of all inclusive
accommodation. 5 days unlimited house
reef diving, 2 days local Zodiac diving, a day trip to dive the fabulous
Salem Express and the full blown INON Photography course too! 
This is a facilitated workshop suitable for intermediate photographers,
and takes in creative lighting, wide, fish eye and close-up lens use, and
personal coaching on top too! 
From £989 per person.

SHARK PHOTOGRAPHY
WEEKS, CUBA

November 2013 & January 2014
Jardines de La Reina
Join former British Underwater Photographer of the Year and
Associate of the Royal Photogrpahic Society Nigel Wade as he
hosts these fantastic shark Photography liveaboards.
Personal coaching, informal workshops and sharks,
sharks and more sharks! And crocs, and for the
November departure, whale sharks too!
Direct flights from London, 2 nights 5*
in Havana, 6 nights in Jardines on
the top notch Avalon Fleet 1
liveaboard, and final night
back in Havana.
From £2999 per person.

COZUMEL
A real diving paradise!
Full board accommodation, all transfers and taxes, direct flights with
46kgs baggage allowance! What could be better?! Unlimited house reef
diving, plus 2 boat dives a day on the fabulous walls and reefs of the
best dive destination in Mexico!  From £1549 per person!

CAYMAN ISLANDS

A diving paradise!
Beachfront accommodation, gin clear waters, wrecks, walls and
spectacular corals not to be missed. Plenty of accommodation choices
from dive lodges to 5* luxury!
7 nights from £1099  14 nights from £1629

GRENADA

The spice island and her famous wrecks await
Direct flights with plenty of baggage allowance, beautiful beaches
and exceptional diving!
7 nights from £939.00  14 nights from £1109.00

Undived sites are rare to find, but they do come
along from time to time! This trip, hosted by
the wreck doctor himself, Peter Collings, is a
real special one, diving the numerous wrecks
of the three wars in the northern Red Sea and
Gulf of Suez.
We have also scheduled a week in November
for a specialist Photography week. No buddy or
dive guide pressure, just photography!
Prices from £1099 per person, incl. nitrox.

Dahab!  April 2013. Last few spaces available!
The magical resort of Dahab! 7 nights half board accommodation,
unlimited shore diving and local boat diving, plus a day trip to the
famous Blue Hole and of course the INON Photgraphy course.
From £1049 per person!

BRAND NEW RED SEA LIVEABOARD
ITINERARY – NORTHERN SUEZ WRECKS!

The Scuba Place (Photography) – 04_13_Full Page Bleed  05/03/2013  15:38  Page 1

Above: Macro image of a nudibranch on kelp by Alex Tattersall, winner of the Marine 
Life category. Below: Dan Bolt’s image of himself with a torch and his reflection in the 
surface, winner of the Theme category ‘Reflections’
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Above: ‘Having a bad ‘air day’ by Joss Woolf, winner of the Humorous category 
Above right: Snakelocks anemone by Dan Bolt, runner-up in the Marine Life category 
Belowt: Anemone reflected in a mirror by Len Deeley, runner-up in the Theme category
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donated by Sea & Sea.

The runner-up in the Mankind in the 
Sea was Keith Lyall with an image of 
a diver with a torch hovering over a 
colourful group of plumose anemones 
using a Nikon camera.

Keith won an individual glass trophy 
and a copy of Fifty Fathoms.

THEME - REFLECTIONS
Dan Bolt was the winner of the 
Theme category ‘Reflections’ with an 
image of himself with a torch and his 
reflection at the surface taken with 
an OLympus E-PL5 at 1/80th @ f4 
ISO1600.

“A self-portrait shot at about 0200 
on Saturday morning in the shallows 
at Babbacombe. I had a torch on 
a tripod about 10m away from my 
camera which was on another tripod. 
Using my camera’s ‘custom timer’ 
function I had 15 seconds to get 
into position and then the camera 
took a photo every 0.5 seconds for 
10 exposures. I’d like to say it was 
an easy thing to do, but I ended up 
taking over 200 photos in the 2 hours 
I was playing with this idea so I need 
to tighten things up a bit!”

Dan won the BSoUP Trophy, a cheque 
for £200 courtesy of BSoUP and an 
individual glass trophy.

The runner-up in the Theme category 

was Len Deeley with an image of an 
anemone reflected in a mirror.

Len won an individual glass trophy 
and a copy of Fifty Fathoms. 

HUMOUR
Joss Woolf took the best Humorous 
image which was entitled ‘Having 
a bad ‘air day’ taken with a Nikon 
D300 at 1/125 @ f8 ISO 400.

Joss won the AP Valves Trophy, a 
Buddy BCD donated by AP Valves and 
an individual glass trophy.
 
COMPACT CAMERA
The Best Compact Camera image 
was taken by Paula Bailey of a 
male Cuckoo Wrasse using a Canon 
PowerShot S95 at 1/320th @ f4 EB 
-1.7 step.

Paula won the new Ocean Visions 
Trophy, ‘Underwater Photography for 
Compact Camera Users’ by Maria 
Munn, and an individual engraved 
glass BSoUP trophy.

BSoUP is grateful to Charles Hood 
and Jane Morgan for judging the 
competition and presenting the 
awards; to all our sponsors Scuba 
Tours Worldwide, Underwater Visions, 
AP Valves, Sea & Sea and Fifty 
Fathoms without whom no prizes 
would have been presented; and to 
Brian Pitkin, Joss Woolf, Martin Davies 
and Pete Ladell who ran the event. 
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Calling somewhere a 
favourite dive destination, 
you might as well kiss it 
goodbye – but here goes. 

I have been going to the island of 
Malapascua in the Philippines since 
2008 and every time there is an 
increase in the number of divers 
particularly on the Monad Shoal, a 
large submerged island to the east of 
Malapascua, where every morning  
you are almost guaranteed to see 
Thresher Sharks circling on cleaning 
stations.

The Thresher Sharks present a 
photographic challenge; they are 
only there at dawn, and the best 
times are 5.30am to 6.30am, after 
which the sharks start to return to 
the deep. When I first went there, 
sightings were not regular, and I went 
three mornings before I saw my first 
Thresher. The dive guides thought it 

related to the moon (or at least the 
tides). Then about 18 months ago they 
found a better cleaning station area, 
and during my last two trips we saw 
a least 3 or 4 Thresher Sharks each 
morning. However one rule is adhered 
to – you cannot use any flash as the 
authorities are afraid that this will drive 
the sharks away, not just temporarily 
but permanently and as the island’s 
tourism is dependent on the sharks 
the dive guides enforce the rule. So 
that is the first problem; it is dawn, it 
is 25m down, and you cannot use any 
artificial light.  

On top of this, the visibility is not 
crystal and there is not much light 
anyway at 25m at 5.30am, so the 
sharks appear out of a dawn foggy 
haze.  My first photos are all grainy 
pictures of the gloom in which you 
could just make out the shape of a 
shark. On one of the old cleaning 

Thresher 
Sharks 
at Malapascua 

by Andrew McKelvie 
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stations, one large Thresher went 
right over me, and as the only light 
was from above the pictures were just 
silhouettes. A specific problem with 
Thresher Sharks is that their distinctive 
feature is their long tail which is not 
always obvious with a wide angle 
shot from the front,  and tends to 
be hidden behind the body, so only 
pictures from the side will show it to 
clearly be a Thresher Shark.

So having put the ISO up to about 
1000, you need to be in the right 
position, often away from the main 
viewing areas, roped so that the 
majority of divers can hold on 
overlooking the cleaning stations.  The 
best photos are where the sharks are 
slightly above you but lit from above 

and behind so that the light can 
outline the shark – again a problem 
if the sharks are mainly below you. 
They do swim around though and 
often above you. So long as you move 
slowly, the sharks can swim within 
1-2m of you before slowly moving 
away.  If you are on Nitrox you can 
manage 30-40 minutes of bottom 
time at 25m without deco – many of 
the “tourists” are on air and last only 
15-20 minutes. So persistence may 
be rewarded with one swimming close 
enough for a good picture.

That is the dawn dive – often leaving 
5am, and now given the numbers of 
people wanting to dive, each dive 
operator has been given timed slots. I 
wonder how long it will be before (like 
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Sipadan) you will be rationed to the 
number of dawn dives you can make.

However there is a whole day ahead: 
despite Malapascua being known for 
the sharks, the rest of the day can be 
spent on the other reefs and outlying 
islands. Gato island is a large rock 
west of Malapascua with a tunnel 
through it, and usually white tipped 
reef sharks sleeping in the sand, but 
also macro life – on my last trip there 
were two different pairs of harlequin 
ghost pipefish  (one pair yellow the 
other red),   and a Spanish dancer 
with a resident emperor shrimp. 
Kalanggaman Island is a large spit of 
sand south of the Monad Shoal, with 
a great wall full of black coral and 
long-nosed hawkfish among others. 
There is the wreck of a ferry, the Doña 
Marilyn, that sank in 1988 and now 
is so covered in soft coral that it is 
difficult to see it is a wreck unless you 
are very close.

And then at sunset, you can 
photograph mandarinfish followed by 
a night dive of thorny seahorse, large 
and small squid, various crabs and, 
occasionally, a blue ringed octopus.  
This means you can manage 4 dives 
a day – quite exhausting given it is 
dawn to sunset, but well worth it. Oh, 
and be careful going in mid to late 
November as the island has a festival 
which means loud non-stop music for 
72 hours, all day and all night; the 
locals seem to be immune to noise. 
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Above: Emperor Shrimp & Spanish Dancer Malapascua  
Below: Long-nosed Hawkfish Malapascua
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A meandering tale about 
trying something new, or 
‘a work in progress’  
by Sheilah Openshaw

I take photographs for my own 
pleasure, I don’t enter competitions 
and I have no burning desire to 
see my work in print.  To take a 

photograph which is good enough 
to grace the walls of my home or 
to print out to send as a card is all I 
want from my photography.  I enjoy 
seeing other people’s work and am 
pleased for my friends when they win 
competitions; it’s just not my thing.  I 
enjoy showing my work at our village 
photo club each month and at our 
annual exhibition, but I’m just as 
happy showing a photo I know is not 
good and getting advice to do it better 
next time as showing something I’m 
proud to put on my wall.

Attending talks about technique 
fascinates me, I may not be interested 
in, say, taking glamour portraits, 
but how they light the subject might 
apply to, say, a sea urchin.  I have 
enjoyed a spate of recent talks from a 
number of underwater photographers 
who have mentioned using remote 

strobes.  Their subjects are not what 
would interest me, but they are getting 
good results which I enjoy seeing.  
Then I heard Alex Mustard talk about 
tripods, he brought up the subject of 
backlighting and in my mind’s eye 
I saw a photograph I would like to 
take.  Simple really, I just want to take 
a photograph of dead man’s fingers 
(Alcyonium digitatum) backlit – the 
white form.

Starting any new technique calls for 
some capital outlay, but does it have 
to be very much?  To backlight a 

Two gel filters give a light much  
closer to strobe light
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subject one needs a light source both 
behind and in front of the subject. 
Before spending money on a strobe I 
thought I would explore what I already 
had and see if it could be adapted.  
So, my camera has two strobes and I 
have a Kowalski torch which can vary 
the power to the bulb.

Kowalski torches have a very yellow 
light which would not sit well with the 
much whiter light of my Ikelite strobes, 
but that can be changed.  At a talk of 
Alex’s a few years ago he suggested 
changing the temperature of strobes 
for different waters by inserting a gel 
filter behind the diffuser and suggested 
using Lee filters.  A few minutes on 
t’interweb gave me the temperature 
of both my strobes and my torch and 
as Lee Filters’s head office is just a 
few miles from home I called in and 
sought their advice.  Half an hour later 
I left with two half sheets of gel filter 
which had cost me a grand total of 
£6.00, a swatch of all the filters they 
do and catalogues for everyone in 
the village photo club. They had even 
done the maths to work out which 
filters to sell me!

I knew exactly where to find dead 
man’s fingers, although not the 
spectacular ones I want for the picture, 
any specimen with the polyps out will 
do for the experiment.  About a mile 
out of Kimmeridge, Dorset is the ledge 
I chose and within a couple of minutes 
of hitting the bottom I found my victim.  

I took a series of photographs using 
the variations of light combinations 
between my torch with and without 
filter(s) and my strobes, and I’m happy 
to say that the two gel filters combined 
with about half power on my torch is 
the right combination.

Although I had about 4½ meters 
visibility there was a great deal of 
silt on the bottom which I stirred up 
messing about attaching the filters 

to my torch with the rubber bands 
supplied by Royal Mail so the photos 
were not stunning, but they did show 
the potential.  My practical engineer 
of a husband was offended by the 
rubber bands so has created a holder 
to slide over my torch from Perspex 
and pipe fittings so once the plankton 
bloom is over I’m all set to create 
the images I saw in my head back in 
March and, who knows, it may be on 
my Christmas card this year.

Yellow light thrown by torch, sedi-
ment caused by setting up shot
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A brief history of 
underwater imaging
by Michelle Kleyr

Everyone knows the name 
Jacques Cousteau and 
you might have heard of 
William Thompson, Louis 

Boutan or Hans Hass.  Lesser-
known personalities who engaged 
in the development of underwater 
photography and moving images 
before the availability of comfortable 
diving or handy photography gear, is 
an interesting topic on which I have 
done a fair amount of research. 

In February 1856, three fathoms (5.5 
m) below the surface of  Weymouth 
Bay, a  camera on a pole was exposed 
for ten minutes to produce the 
world’s first more or less successful 
underwater photograph. William 
Thompson, a solicitor who vividly 
engaged in natural history, had set up 
the experiment and built a wooden 
housing for his “collodion” process 
camera. As the construction partly 
flooded and left a mark on the already 
poor depiction of seaweed, this image 
was not a great technical success.  
However, it was the first milestone on 
the path of underwater photography.

Thompson, who intended to use 

underwater photography to inspect 
flood-damaged bridges and imagined 
great benefits for science, quickly gave 
up the idea after this disappointing 
result. He was nevertheless 
encouraged by a friend to publish 
his experiment in the Journal of the 
Society of Arts. The photograph was 
forgotten for a while and today there 
is even a little debate about which way 
is up.

Not long before Thompson’s attempt, 
it was reported that Wilhelm Bauer 
tried to produce images through 
submarine portholes during the 
Crimean War (1853-1856). It is not 
known if any was successful.  Over 
the next three decades, a number 
of people made mostly unsuccessful 
attempts to create photographs 
underwater. Amongst these were 
Ernest Bazin, Eadweard Muybridge 
and Paul Regnard. Far more successful 
at that time were images taken 
through aquarium walls. Even William 
Thompson had already studied 
aquatic animals in this way. Other 
more renowned operators of this 
technique were Paul Fabre-Domergue 
and Étienne-Jules Marey. However, the 
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images were criticised because they 
“visually annul the milieu”. 

An aquarium can only accommodate 
a certain amount of realism and the 
animals are  hindered in their natural 
movements; often they were placed 
and constricted, or even fastened to 
obtain the desired photographs to 
analyse their body movements. (Of 
course, no self-respecting underwater 
photographer would do that today, 
would they! Ed)                                     

Widely regarded as the key pioneer 
of underwater photography is Louis 
Boutan (1859-1934) who, as a 
Professor of Zoology,  started diving 
to explore marine animals in their 
natural environment in 1892. The 
following year he decided that it had 
to be possible to take photographs 
underwater, which he tried very hard 
to achieve over the next ten years, 
aided by mechanic Joseph David.  

The first camera he used from 1893 
(a model called Detective) was of 
a relatively compact size and had 
an automatic release of exposed 
negatives, enabling Boutan to 
take a series of photos underwater 
without resurfacing in between. The 
housing was made of copper with 
glass openings for the lens and a lid 
sealed using a thin rubber band and 
screws as well as a rubber balloon 
to compensate for the increase 
in   pressure. A large, metallic stand 

for the camera completed the set-
up. His first photographs needed 
exposure times of ten and even up to 
thirty minutes. When the setting up 
was ready, Boutan would signal the 
beginning of the exposure to the boat 
by rope and they would respond when 
the exposure time had ended. This 
created mainly blurry images as the 
“landscape itself was in movement”  
and made him choose a different type 
of camera in 1896. This apparatus, 
holding six 18x24 cm negatives, 
did not have to be watertight. It was 
flooded by seawater and even the 
negatives were in contact with the 
water, which did not harm them, at 
least for the short period of time they 
were exposed. Unfortunately, it still did 
not enable Boutan to achieve what 
he wanted; to capture permanently 
what his eyes showed him on his 
dives. He would forget time while 
contemplating marine landscapes 
and animals swimming by, absorbed 
by their beauty and extraordinary 
looks. The third camera he used was 
significantly heavier and so large 
that Boutan could not walk around 
with it. In fact, it needed three men 
to move it about. The cabin on the 
boat was transformed into a tiny 
darkroom, reducing the need to move 
it as much as possible. Even though 
in the water it was possible for one 
man to manoeuvre the large box into 
the desired position, Boutan sweated 
heavily in his diving suit. The humidity 
condensed on the inside of his face 
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panel and Boutan had to helplessly try 
and rub the glass surface with the tip 
of his nose and lick it with his tongue. 
Only later did he come up with the 
idea of attaching the apparatus to a 
floating barrel. However, with this new 
set-up, Boutan finally succeeded in 
taking instantaneous photographs and 
was able to freeze the movement of 
fish and other sea creatures. Having 
had to rely on sunny weather, Boutan 
eventually progressed to using artificial 
light for taking his images underwater.  
As with the image devices, he had to 
use trial and error and experiment with 
different lamp systems. 

In 1894 he published his first note 
to the Académie des Sciences which 
caused a lot of fuss. A caricature at 
the time, showing an old savant taking 
pictures of bathing peoples’ legs, 
inspired Boutan to take the imagined 
image on the beach when he returned 
to Banyuls.

In 1900, he wanted to publicise 
his work by writing his first book 
on underwater photography -LA 
photogrAphie-SouS-mArine et 
Le progrèS De LA photogrAphie- 
which he hoped would  encourage 
future applications. He envisioned its 
usefulness, not only in natural sciences 
but also in salvage work or in mines 
and wells in addition to playing an 
industrial role. Boutan also created 
a range of photographs where he 
demonstrated that the operator of the 

camera did not have to be immersed 
in the water with the apparatus. He 
experimented by taking pictures in 
shallow beach areas and up to 50 
metres down in the sea. His images 
not only depicted marine life but also 
divers and free-divers. In Boutan’s 
time, the humble attempts of his 
predecessors had been forgotten and 
Boutan believed himself to be the first 
one to produce such images. 

After still images had been accom-
plished underwater, John Ernest 
Williamson took the next step and 
created the first underwater motion 
pictures. Converting a deep-sea tube, 
an invention by his father, devised for 
underwater salvage and repair work, 
the accordion-like, modular design 
stretched down to over 70m and had 
at its end an electrically lit chamber 
with portholes and several flexible 
arms. In 1912 J.E., as he was known, 
successfully took underwater pictures 
from the apparatus and went on to 
shoot moving pictures. He designed 
a new observation chamber for this 
task and called it the ‘photosphere’. 
Together J.E. and his brother 
George founded the Submarine Film 
Corporation. In the clear waters of 
sunny Bahamas, the brothers shot their 
first one-hour film; the documentary 
thirty Leagues under the Sea in spring 
1914. Today the footage is lost but 
about 40 still images remain. Fiction 
Films were even more promising and 
in 1916, they adopted the subject 
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Twenty Thousand Leagues under the 
Sea in cooperation with Universal 
Pictures1. Two more films were made 
before the First World War brought  
production to a halt and George 
bailed out of the company shortly 
afterwards. 

The photosphere was used for a range 
of films subsequently and it was so 
popular that in 1924 President Warren 
Harding endorsed one of the films 
and Alexander Graham Bell visited the 
photosphere himself. 

Probably the most popular aspect 
of J.E.’s underwater work was the 
appearance of his baby daughter as 
‘Captain Sylvia’ in Field Museum-
Williamson Undersea Expedition to the 
Bahamas in 1929 and again in 1932.  
Other early uses of underwater filming 
were for Hollywood productions 
such as Floodlight Parade (1933) in 
which Busby Berkeley’s By a Waterfall 
sequence blasted extravagance. In 
1938 Leni Riefenstahl’s Olympia 
featured, among other things, 
intriguing underwater footage from 
the 1936 Olympic springboard diving 
competition in Berlin. Bruce Mozert 
is another pioneer, he worked as an 
underwater film camera operator 
for television and various Hollywood 
productions from 1938 until the 
50’s. However, he is best known for 
his underwater fashion photography 
during this period mainly promoting 
Florida’s Silver Springs. At the same 

time, the Vogue photographer 
Antoinette (Toni) Frissell (1907-1988), 
known for taking fashion out-of-
doors, did underwater photo-shoots 
with models in dolphin tanks in 
Marineland, also in Florida.

Two years after Williamson’s first 
Technicolor feature film, National 
Geographic Magazine published the 
first underwater colour photographs 
in January 1927. Taken in the fish’s 
natural habitat this series of eight 
images were the payoff for a huge 
effort; the creators William Harding 
Longley and Charles Martin took many 
risks and even sustained injuries with 
each one pound of highly explosive 
magnesium powder per exposure to 
achieve the needed flashlight. 

In France, Jean Painlevé (1902-1989) 
self-produced numerous short films 
from 1927 onwards including a 
range of underwater documentaries. 
They are special not only because of 
their pioneering material, but also 
because Painlevé inserted a touch of 
fantasy into his narrated short films. 
Blending science and fiction, they 
were conceived not for the scientific 
community, but for the general public. 

Next to the famous Jacques Cousteau 
(1910-1997), who made his first 
underwater film in 1942, a name 
 1 Full film can be found online at:
archive.org/details/2000_leagues_under_the_
sea_ipod
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not to pass by when it comes to early 
underwater nature films is Hans Hass. 
The Austrian zoologist started using 
underwater photography in 1937 and 
published books on his work from 
1939 onwards. His first underwater 
filming attempts were also made in 
1939 and his first completed film 
Pirsch unter Wasser premiered 1942 
in Zürich. The film was shot in 1940 
with a 16-mm camera Movikon 
K16 by Zeiss Ikon in a homemade 
waterproof housing near Curacao. He 
went on to shoot over 100 films, most 
of them with his assistant, and later his 
wife, Lotte.

As underwater imaging grew more 
accessible and popular during the 
fifties, the International Underwater 
Filmfestival was held as the first 
of its kind in December 1957 in 
Los Angeles, organised by the L.A. 
Underwater Photographic Society 
founded the same year. 

The transition to more creative use 
came closer during the 80’s when 
a former navy diver transformed 
underwater photography into avant-
garde art. Peter Reiserer (1935-2010) 
revolutionized the approach taken on 
underwater photography. His staged 
scenes with Aquanauts seemingly 
on inter-planetary explorations, took 
us on an extraordinary voyage. His 
precisely targeted use of coloured 
lighting and colour filters created 
saturated, futuristic images. Today 

Reiserer’s images of Aquanauts could 
also be interpreted as a future vision 
of a civilisation sunk after climate 
catastrophe or nuclear accidents, 
forced to adapt from outer to inner 
space. In his images, future men are 
exploring our race and the reason 
for its extinction, of which they find 
various relics. By creating those 
personal visions Reiserer opened up a 
niche art.

Adam Fuss, a British photographer 
living in New York, is a leading 
experimentalist using photograms. 
He created several series of his work 
with photosensitive paper immersed in 
a tray of shallow water. Although his 
approach is generally spiritual, these 
ongoing series differ greatly in their 
individual symbolic meaning. His first 
images executed in water depict a 
surface sprinkled with layered circles 
of different sizes, expanding over the 
whole area, creating an all-over with 
varying intensities.  It is a play with 
light and form and the interaction 
between them. This series, starting in 
1988 and titled Ark, is the expression 
of an infinite expansion. The 
photogram captured what would have 
quickly faded from sight but would not 
have found an end if not restricted by 
its physical framework. A circle, as a 
universal symbol, links cultures and 
beliefs. 

At the same time, Fuss introduced little 
snakes into the water and observed 
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how their bodies “dematerialized in 
the light”.  Later, after observing the 
pregnancy of a friend, Fuss started 
putting babies into his shallow water 
tray. This work is known as either 
Wish, Journey or invocation. The 
obtained, actual size silhouette of the 
baby on a saturated, monochrome 
colour background is surrounded by 
fine lines of gentle waves. 

However interpreted, Fuss mainly aims 
at conveying a feeling, an emotion, 
through his photographic work. 
He would like people to look at his 
photograms as they look at paintings. 
They should not question the process 
of creating his photograms but allow 
the image to act on them. Fuss has 
a profound urge to create, to turn 
something inside him outward, into 
his work. Fuss’s process of working 
with water, is a semi-automatic 

one; although he decides what he 
puts at the water’s surface,  he has 
little influence on the snake or the 
baby and even less on the precise 
drawings the water creates. Snake 
and infant both symbolise a sort of 
unconsciousness and instinct here, 
the water transmits the consequences 
of their actions. Fuss makes visible 
how people’s unconscious actions 
spread around them, through their 
entire lives. 

Today underwater photography 
and videography are more 
popular and widely used than 
ever before. Applications range 
from documentation, science, and 
commerce to fashion and fine art. 
Artists such as Bill Viola, Connie 
Imboden and Barbara Cole work in 
water and use its qualities to create 
sublime and surreal worlds. 
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Ultimate Papua New Guinea with Michele Westmorland 19-30th October 2013
Truk: The Art of Underwater Photography with Shannon Conway 4-11th May 2014

The Ultimate Bahamas with Charles Hood 8-16 May 2014
Critters of the Black Sand with Graham Abbott 4-14th November 2014 

Raja Ampat including the Blue Water Mangroves with 
Graham Abbott and Shannon Conway 14-25 November 2014


